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My father always said enjoy being a kid you grow up fast. 

He was right except for the times in my childhood he didn't know 

about. The times where time seemed to stop and I was told to keep 

secrets no child should ever have to keep. 

I am here talk to you about a very delicate issue that society often 

sweeps under the rug and we pretend it doesn't exist but I 

guarantee every single one of you in this room knows somebody 

that has been affected by this, even if you don't know this person 

someone in your life has been affected by sexual abuse the way I 

was in my childhood. 

If you were to look at these pictures of me happy, smiling 

as a young little girl six, seven, eight, eleven, twelve, and thirteen 

you would never know the horror I was enduring during my 

childhood. From six, seven, and eight I was sexually abused and 

raped at the hands of the neighbor up the street from me by my 

best friend's uncle who lived in the home. Did I go home and tell? 

No I didn't. I kept it a secret, threatened that he would come get 

me. He knew where 1 lived. 

I kept that silence was labeled BD emotionally disturbed 

and given an IEP in the schools. Nobody was asking the important 

questions on safe touch, unsafe touch, safe secrets, and unsafe 

secrets. I was being trained on tornado drills bus drills, fire drills. 



I knew how to run out of a burning building but I didn't know how 

to tell secrets I was keeping as a young child. I moved at eight and 

a half years old, only to get that much closer to the next perpetrator 

in my life. Somebody I loved and trusted a family member. 

At eleven years old I woke up to my older teenaged cousin 

with his hands down my pants. I will never forget this moment 

trying to convince myself that it was all a bad dream and it really 

didn't happen but the nightmare continued from ages eleven, 

twelve, thirteen during family gatherings, holidays, even while I 

babysat my little cousins. Threatened this is our little secret. No 

one will believe you. If you tell anybody you will destroy this 

family. Erin you have no proof. 

So I stayed silent and while I stayed in this silence I kept my 

secrets locked away in a little childhood diary and I am going to 

read to you one thing I wrote in this little childhood diary. 

Just after being abused I sobbed the whole way home over 

and over my head I thought about what just happened. In school a 

guy called officer.friend1y teaches us about stranger danger, never 

answer the door when my parents are gone. I thought people like 

Brian jumped out of bushes and attacked you at night. 

You see we teach kids about stranger danger yet 93 percent 

of the time children are sexually abused by some they love and 

trust. Yet we focus and zone so much in on stranger danger in our 



society. In six grade I went through the Dare program. I graduated 

as a little Dare graduate. When you graduate you've learned the 

eight ways to say no to drugs. But I stand here today and ask you. 

"Where were the eight ways on how to get away and how to tell 

today?" 

I decided to put away the shame and stigma and be a voice 

for those for too afraid to come forward. The voice for those 

people you yourself know that have yet to speak up about this 

horrific crime that goes on day in and day out, that is going on 

right now in our own backyards in our own communities. I decided 

to go after this law because we need to educate and empower kids 

through age appropriate curriculum, research based that will give 

kids the tools and knowledge on how to tell and keep their 

perpetrators from abusing them ever again. From abusing more 

children, for example the Sandusy case. So many children could 

have been saved in that situation we cannot leave this up to all the 

adults. Look at how many adults there from a coach, a President of 

the University, and several others that continued to allow this to go 

on for ten more years seeing this man around children ten years 

after it was reported. 

I wish we could just leave it up to the adults but we can't 

because we have adults that do not do the right thing that is why 

we need to empower kids with their voice to tell, tell, tell, and to 



continue to tell until it stops and in the end kids end up being the 

heroes because they're saving another child's life from becoming 

the next victim from this evil silent epidemic. I hope you'll see the 

importance in this and help me in making Pennsylvania one of the 

next states to pass this as I go across this country on a crusade to 

get all fifty states and will not stop. I am determined and will not 

stop until all fifty states have passed this law and I will get it done. 

Children are waiting for us to give them a voice will you? 


